AUTOMATIC POWDER COATING SYSTEMS
SPRAYRIGHT PLUS

FEATURES

- Sprayright Plus - 100 programme can be easily preset for instant recall.
- Unmatched level of ease with touch control for KV, µA, powder and dosing air.
- 4 Quick mode setting - Coat, Reccoat, Corner & Soft.
- Clean button for auto cleaning of powder pump, hose and gun.
- Modular Concept. Easy to customize.
- Corona and Tribo guns operate on same control.
- Interlocking available between individual guns and external systems (eg. Part sensing system, Conveyor, Oven).
- Meets IP54 standards.

One Touch Panel For Easy Quick Global Control

Touch screen to control a complete set of guns on a single user friendly screen - Just 1 Touch can adjust any or all gun settings depending on the product being coated.

Digital Controller For Individual Gun Control

Control panel with digital controls can be preset upto 100 programs. Touch control for KV, µA, Powder & dosing air, clean button for auto cleaning of powder pump, hose & gun.
SUMMARY OF BENEFITS:
- Get optically brilliant finishes with consistent uniform film thickness.
- Most suitable for high speed converted powder coating plant.
- Ergonomic design & Light weight, Powerful new HV Power Cartridge, Wide range of muzzles, nozzles, extensions.
- Centralised powder feed Hopper with Powder pumps.
- Can integrate with Mitsuba Reciprocators, Part sensing system for highest efficiency.

REALTIMESIEVER (RTS) is the technology of sieving powder while it is being sprayed. It eliminates the complete process of sieving powder separately before reuse.

RTS COMPARED TO ANY OTHER GUN

- **Saving in Powder Consumption** - with some customers reporting 10% to 12% Less powder usage.
- **Saving in Process Time** - with elimination of a separate sieving operation and resultant less powder handling.
- **Saving in Coating Cost** - with higher transfer efficiency & less overspray, Less rejection, Less wastage & better finish.